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La ri-nascita (?) della “fenomenologia”
gli anni 70-inizi90



QED at higher loops

Appelquist-Brodsky
December 1970
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(Remiddi and other have kept going)
(connection to Veltman - Schoonschip)
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By 1973 the full SM was completely formulated

passing over our heads (my head)



Contributing to phenomenological QCD

J/ (1��)interpret the narrowness of              as a consequence               
Appelquist, Politzer (1975) and De Rujula, Glashow (1975)

of its 3 gluon decay

1. The narrowness of charmonia
Discovery: Nov 1974



Charmonium spectroscopy
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  ’s between 100 kEV and 30 MeV�



(+ higher orders in     and binding corrections)↵S

�(0++) : �(2++) : �(1++) = 12 : 2.4 : 1

�(�c1) = 0.84± 0.04�(�c2) = 1.93± 0.11�(�c0) = 10.5± 0.6 MeV

First measured in 1986 at Crystal Ball (SLAC)
Now:





Contributing to phenomenological QCD
2. Beyond the parton picture  “Factorisation”



(Ciafaloni school in Florence)



A generalisation of DGLAP equation



The faith in supersymmetry

Weinberg 1976: the “hierarchy” problem

Veltman, Maiani, Witten 1980: may be solved by supersymmetry
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at fixed gravitino massMPl ! 1



0. Which rationale for matter quantum numbers?

aSM
µ = 11659180.2± 4.2± 2.6± 0.2

aexp
µ

= 11659208.9± 5.4± 3.3
? ?
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Precision at LEP (and beyond)

First LEP collisions: August 1989

✏1, ✏2, ✏3, (✏b)



Where is the top quark?

from the “gauge-less” limit of the SM
m2

hm2
tThe corrections growing like powers of      (and      )



Where is the top quark?

mt/GeV

⇢� 1 Z ! bb̄



La Thuile, April 1994

pure SM fit

compared with in the first CDF paper 
that appeared in PRD in Sept 1994

Altarelli, B, Caravaglios



Currently
�SM
1 = 5.21 · 10�3, �SM

3 = 5.28 · 10�3

��i = �i � �SM
i

Ciuchini et al, 2013



Miscellanea



What is behind flavour?

(B-decay anomalies?!?!)



1970-1974        

Summary

1975-1980        

1981-on   supersymmetry

QED at higher loops
QCD beyond the partons

1989-1995   EW precision


